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This commentary analyzes the patchwork of 
Canadian legal provisions dealing with the 
definition of death, which largely accept the 
medical concept of brain death. However, 
as the Ontario Court of Appeal discussed 
in McKitty v Hayani, death is a complex 
phenomenon with important philosophical 
and spiritual dimensions. This complexity 
is especially prominent when a patient be-
lieves that a person whose heart is beating 
– even if only by mechanical means – is still 
alive. It is argued that greater transparency 
is needed regarding both the medical and 
legal concepts of brain death, such that or-
gan donation or removal from life support 
are conducted with fully informed consent.

Ce commentaire analyse la mosaïque de 
dispositions juridiques canadiennes trait-
ant de la définition de la mort, qui ac-
ceptent largement le concept médical de la 
mort cérébrale. Cependant, comme la Cour 
d’appel de l’Ontario l’a expliqué dans Mc-
Kitty c Hayani, la mort est un phénomène 
complexe comportant d’importantes dimen-
sions philosophiques et spirituelles. Cette 
complexité est particulièrement prononcée 
lorsqu’un patient croit qu’une personne 
dont le cœur bat – même si ce n’est que 
par des moyens mécaniques – est toujours 
en vie. Il est avancé qu’une plus grande 
transparence est nécessaire en ce qui con-
cerne les concepts médicaux et juridiques 
de la mort cérébrale pour faire en sorte que 
le don d’organes ou le retrait de l’appareil 
de survie soient effectués avec un consente-
ment pleinement éclairé.
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introduCtion

In its recent decision in McKitty v Hayani,1 the Ontario Court of Appeal 
confirmed that a person who experiences total brain death is legally dead, 
notwithstanding the fact that the person’s heart, lungs and other organs may 
continue to function with mechanical assistance. Accordingly, at this point, 
a physician can complete a death certificate and withdraw life support. At 
the same time, the court of appeal stressed that the legal definition of death 
may be more complex than the one dictated by medical practice, involving 
profound questions of religion, culture, and philosophy. The court left an 
open opportunity for future litigants to challenge the accepted definition 
of death on the basis of a religious belief, for example, that a person is still 
alive as long as his or her heart continues to beat. 

 The McKitty decision thus brought renewed attention to the lack of 
a uniform legal definition of death in Canada.2 Presently, there is a patch-
work of definitions in the common law and in a range of provincial statutes 
that are used for purposes such as organ donation and vital statistics. Several 
of the statutes simply refer to the accepted medical criteria for death, which 
may shift over time and do not take into account the religious or cultural 
aspects emphasized by the court of appeal.3 Given the Court’s thinly veiled 
invitation for a litigant to challenge the current law as a violation of the 
Charter right to freedom of religion,4 it is opportune to revisit the existing 
law and the complications it poses. This is especially true as provinces con-
template the introduction of opt-out (or “presumed consent”) organ dona-

1     2019 ONCA 805 [McKitty ONCA], aff’g 2018 ONSC 4015 [McKitty ONSC]. 

2    This would presumably need to include federal legislation as well, given the 
federal government’s exclusive jurisdiction over criminal law. See Constitution 
Act (UK), 1867, 30 & 31 Vict, c 3, s 91(27).

3      See McKitty ONCA, supra note 1 at paras 76–78. 

4     See Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 
1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11, s 2(a) [Char-
ter];  McKitty ONCA, supra note 1 (the court’s comments at para 103).
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tion frameworks.5 Such frameworks will potentially spawn additional chal-
lenges to the neurological determination of death, as some unsuspecting 
families may react negatively to efforts to remove organs from a loved one 
who has been declared brain-dead. In addition, as Parliament debates new 
amendments to the Criminal Code related to medical assistance in dying 
(MAID),6 it would help to develop consistent principles regarding dignity 
and autonomy in the dying process, and to provide clarity on the constitu-
tional status of brain-dead patients.

 The law discussed in this comment rests on the distinction between 
cardiopulmonary death and brain death – a distinction that oversimplifies 
what are complex, integrated processes. Cardiopulmonary death, which cor-
responds to traditional lay understandings of death, is demonstrated by the 
irreversible cessation of pulse and breathing.7 Hence, a person is typically 
considered dead by cardiopulmonary criteria if he or she has no pulse or 
breathing and the accepted period for spontaneous or medical resuscitation 

5       In 2019, Nova Scotia became the first province to introduce opt-out legislation: 
see Human Organ and Tissue Donation Act, SNS 2019, c 6 (effective January 
2021) [NS 2019 Tissue Donation Act]. A similar Bill has also been introduced 
in Alberta: See Bill 205, Human Tissue and Organ Donation (Presumed Con-
sent) Amendment Act, 1st Sess, 30th Leg, Alberta, 2019. See also Carrie Tait, 
“Alberta’s tabled bill to opt-out of organ donation could backfire on health-care 
system, experts say” (29 November 2019), online: The Globe and Mail <the-
globeandmail.com/canada/alberta/article-bill-could-make-alberta-the-second-
province-with-an-opt-out-approach/> [ perma.cc/X2QQ-PFSF].     

6     See Bill C-7, An Act to amend the Criminal Code (medical assistance in dy-
ing), 2nd Sess, 43rd Parl, 2020, especially in response to Truchon c Procureur 
général du Canada, 2019 QCCS 3792.

7    In this context, “irreversible” means that it is impossible to resuscitate the 
patient through CPR or other means. This is distinct from “permanent” ces-
sation of cardiopulmonary function, which means that pulse and breath-
ing have stopped and will not resume spontaneously or through medi-
cal intervention. Permanent cessation thus involves a human choice not 
to pursue resuscitative efforts, and will proceed to irreversible cessation. 
See James L Bernat, “On Noncongruence between the Concept and Deter-
mination of Death” (2013) November-December Hastings Report 25 at 27.
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has passed.8 Once blood ceases to circulate through the body, organs (in-
cluding the brain) will rapidly lose function and the decomposition pro-
cess, sometimes referred to as biological death, will begin.9 The irreversible 
loss of cardiopulmonary function is uncontroversially accepted as a form of 
legal and moral death. Prior to the development of mechanical life support, 
it was the only means by which death was conclusively determined. 

Brain death, sometimes known as “death by neurological criteria,” is a 
much more recent concept, first proposed in 1968 by the Ad Hoc Commit-
tee of the Harvard Medical School10 and then explained by the American 
President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and 
Biomedical and Behavioral Research in its 1981 report, Defining Death.11 
That report led to the development of the American Uniform Determination 
of Death Act (UDDA), which defines brain death as “irreversible cessation 
of all functions of the entire brain, including the brain stem.”12 The concept 
of brain death rests, in part, on the premise that the brain is critical in co-
ordinating the body’s functions: once a person has lost “whole brain” func-
tion, the body is incapable of autonomously maintaining life. The person’s 

8     Jurisdictions have different presumptions about how long this period lasts, as 
reflected in a “hands-off” period ranging from 2 to 20 minutes before organs 
can be retrieved. See Christopher James Doig & Graeme Rocker, “Retriev-
ing Organs From Non-Heart-Beating Organ Donors: A Review of Medical and 
Ethical Issues” (2003) 50:10 Neuroanesthesia and Intensive Care 1069 at 1072.

9       See James L Bernat, Charles M Culver & Bernard Gert, “On the Definition and 
Criterion of Death” (1981) 94 Annals of Internal Medicine 389 at 389. Some 
processes of decomposition may begin before biological death, and the full 
decomposition of the body will take place over many years. For this reason, 
death is often described as a process rather than an event. 

10  See “A Definition of Irreversible Coma: Report of the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee of the Harvard Medical School to Examine the Defini-
tion of Brain Death” (1968) 205 JAMA 337 [Ad Hoc Committee].

11    See United States, President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems 
in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research, Defining Death: A Re-
port on the Medical, Legal, and Ethical Issues in the Determination of Death 
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981) [Defining Death].

12     Uniform Determination of Death Act § 1 (1980) [UDDA]. As discussed below, 
there are different schools of thought regarding which brain functions must 
have ceased in order for a person to be considered dead. However, on any 
definition, the loss of “whole brain” function is considered sufficient for brain 
death. 
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cardiopulmonary function will cease because the brain is no longer capable 
of directing it to operate.13 

Legal and moral complications arise because the cardiopulmonary 
functions of a brain-dead patient can be maintained by means of a ventilator, 
which can “mask” the presence of death.14 Machines can keep oxygenated 
blood flowing through the body and enable vital functions like absorbing 
nutrients, excreting waste, and responding to infection to continue.15 The 
person’s “biological” death will not typically ensue until those mechanical 
supports have been removed.16 Nevertheless, as discussed in section II(a) 
below, the individual will already be considered dead in accordance with 
neurological criteria in some Canadian jurisdictions. 

 While brain death is well-accepted in medical circles, has been 
adopted in Canadian law, and is at least superficially understood by lay 
people, it is not universally accepted by the general population. As McK-
itty illustrates, some religions adhere to the belief that a person is not dead 
until his or her heart has stopped beating,17 and that removing a so-called 
brain-dead patient from life support – which brings about cardiopulmonary 
death – is a form of killing. The decisions in McKitty raise questions about 
whether that religious belief ought to be accommodated; indeed, they ask 
whether brain-dead patients are even protected by the Charter’s guarantee 
of freedom of religion or whether they have ceased to be “persons” capable 

13     As discussed below, these integrative functions are sometimes described as “the 
functioning of the organism as a whole.” See Jocelyn Downie et al, “Eligibility 
for Organ Donation: A Medico-Legal Perspective on Defining and Determin-
ing Death” (2009) 56:11 Can J Anesth 851 at 859.     

14     See Defining Death, supra note 11 at 33.

15     See e.g. Seema K Shah, “Piercing the Veil: The Limits of Brain Death as a Le-
gal Fiction” (2015) 48:2 U Mich JL Ref 301 at 302; Mike Nair-Collins, “Death, 
Brain Death, and the Limits of Science: Why the Whole-Brain Concept of 
Death is a Flawed Public Policy” (2010) 38:3 J Law, Med & Ethics 667 at 671.

16    Some patients, like McKitty, may nevertheless suffer biological death due to 
some independent cardiac or respiratory event. 

17     See also Ouanounou v Humber River Hospital et al, 2018 ONSC 6511, which 
arose around the same time as McKitty and involved a patient who was an Or-
thodox Jew. Since the patient had died and since Shaw J had already released 
her decision in McKitty, Hainey J found that the application was moot and 
declined to exercise judicial discretion to render a judgment.  
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of having Charter rights. In essence, cases like McKitty will force the law to 
come to grips with the moral and legal status of persons who have irrevers-
ibly lost essential brain functions, and to define what non-medical factors, if 
any, should be considered when determining that a life has ended.                                                     

i. tHe deCisions

A. Facts

Taquisha McKitty was brought to the hospital in an unconscious state 
following a period of hypoxia, or oxygen deprivation, which caused sig-
nificant brain damage.18 She suffered a second hypoxic event while in hos-
pital and lost the ability to breathe without a ventilator. Dr. Hayani deter-
mined that she met the neurological criteria for death and completed a death 
certificate.19 However, McKitty’s substitute decision makers obtained an 
interlocutory injunction preventing the doctor from removing her from the 
ventilator.20 They brought an application against Dr. Hayani seeking, inter 
alia, the rescission of her death certificate and a declaration that her Charter 
rights had been infringed.21 No government party was involved in the litiga-
tion.

B. Superior Court of Justice

Justice Shaw began by reviewing the statutory and common law def-
initions of death in several provinces, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States. She concluded that the jurisprudence supported the conclusions that 
brain death should be accepted as legal death and that the criteria for deter-
mining brain death should be left to the medical community.22 She found no 
authority for the applicant’s argument that a person who is brain dead could 
nevertheless be considered alive because the person’s body continued to 

18     See McKitty ONCA, supra note 1 at para 10.

19     See ibid.

20     See ibid at para 11.

21     Namely, sections 2(a), 7, and 15, see ibid.

22     See McKitty ONSC, supra note 1 at para 93.
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function biologically and physiologically.23 Following the evolution of med-
ical science, Justice Shaw concluded that the “[c]essation of either cardio-
respiratory or brain function constitutes death.”24 In doing so, she rejected 
the applicant’s suggestion that it is up to each individual to choose how their 
death would be determined based on their relevant values or beliefs.25 In her 
view, death is a “finding of fact,” just like any other medical condition.

 More controversially, Justice Shaw concluded that, because she was 
brain dead, McKitty was no longer a legal person and thus had no Charter 
rights.26 Analogizing to the legal status of a fetus in Canada,27 Justice Shaw 
explained, “[j]ust as the courts have not engaged in a theological debate 
on when life begins, so too should the court not become involved in a de-
bate about when life ends.”28 Such debate was best left to the legislature. 29 

Justice Shaw supported this conclusion by noting that the rights ascribed 
to “everyone” in the Charter include things like freedom of religion and 
expression, the right to vote, security of the person, the right not to be arbi-
trarily detained, the right to be tried within a reasonable time, and language 
rights.30 Presumably, Justice Shaw meant to underscore that these rights re-
quire some essential consciousness in order to be exercised. She explained 
that McKitty, with a “lack of capacity for consciousness, lack of capacity 
to breath[e] and no brain stem function, is not able to exercise any of these 
rights and freedoms.”31 This reasoning has the potential to lead to a drastic 
reduction in Charter protection: not only does it encompass someone who 

23     See ibid.

24     Ibid at para 124. 

25     See ibid.

26     See ibid at para 207.

27     See Tremblay v Daigle, [1989] 2 SCR 530 at 552, 62 DLR (4th) 634.

28     McKitty ONSC supra note 1 at para 205.

29     See also ibid at paras 182–187 (Shaw J referred to cases where appellate courts 
had concluded that an estate did not have standing to assert Charter rights on 
behalf of the deceased, but found that they were not applicable in McKitty’s 
case: Canada (Attorney General) v Hislop, 2007 SCC 10 at para 73; Giaco-
melli Estate v The Attorney General of Canada, 2008 ONCA 346 at para 18; 
Grant v Winnipeg Regional Health, 2015 MBCA 44 at paras 54, 97).           

30     See McKitty ONSC, supra note 1 at para 203.

31     Ibid (emphasis added). 
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has suffered whole brain death, like McKitty, but it may also extend to those 
with conditions like persistent vegetative state, who lack consciousness and 
so may be unable to exercise certain rights, but who are nonetheless con-
sidered alive in our legal and social community.32  

 Having found that the Charter did not formally apply to McKitty, 
Justice Shaw went on to analyze whether the common law definition of 
death is inconsistent with Charter values. Relying on Ktunaxa Nation v 
Minister of Forests,33 she defined freedom of religion as the freedom to hold 
and manifest a particular religious belief.34 Justice Shaw reasoned that the 
common law definition of death did not prevent people like McKitty from 
holding and manifesting their belief that a person is not dead until her heart 
has stopped beating and her soul has left her body.35 However, Justice Shaw 
opined that freedom of religion does not extend to the “focal point” of her 
belief, in this case, to McKitty’s soul itself.36 Finally, Justice Shaw stressed 
the importance of competing values like clarity and certainty in the deter-
mination of death, which could not accommodate ad hoc exceptions based 
on religious or other beliefs.37 Moreover, keeping brain-dead patients on life 
support could impose significant costs on the medical system and interfere 
with organ donation schemes in Ontario.38 Justice Shaw thus concluded that 
the current common law definition of death was consistent with Charter 
values,39 and that McKitty’s death certificate was valid. Justice Shaw sus-
pended the operation of her order to allow time for appeal.40

32     See especially Cuthbertson v Rasouli, 2013 SCC 53 at paras 70, 78 [Rasouli]    
(the Court concluded that withdrawing life support from a patient in persistent 
vegetative state was “treatment” that required the consent of a substitute deci-
sion maker).

33     2017 SCC 54 [Ktunaxa Nation] (the Supreme Court of Canada held that free-
dom of religion does not protect “the spiritual focal point of worship” at para 
71, in that case, the Grizzly Bear Spirit).

34     See McKitty ONSC, supra note 1 at para 236.

35     See ibid at para 239.

36     See ibid at para 240.

37     See ibid at para 241.

38     See ibid at paras 248–49. 

39     See ibid at para 250.

40     See ibid at para 292.
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C. Ontario Court of Appeal

McKitty experienced cardiopulmonary death after her appeal was heard 
but before the decision was rendered, making the appeal moot. Neverthe-
less, both parties requested that the court proceed with its decision, and the 
court expressed its desire to clarify certain legal issues given that similar 
cases would likely arise in urgent circumstances. 

The court of appeal affirmed Justice Shaw’s conclusion that brain death 
constitutes legal death in Ontario. However, the court stressed that this 
was not because the law should defer to medical opinion, but because both 
cardiopulmonary death and brain death “have been judged by the common 
law to provide a sound answer to the question of how to determine whether 
a person has died.”41 If medical practice developed some other criteria for 
determining death, the courts would not be obliged to accept them.

Moreover, the court of appeal disagreed with Justice Shaw’s analysis of 
the Charter issues in the case. In particular, the court explained that analysis 
of whether the determination of death based on neurological criteria violat-
ed McKitty’s freedom of religion has to occur prior to deciding whether she 
was legally dead.42 Otherwise, the analysis begs the very question that is in 
dispute.43 While they acknowledged that Dr. Hayani was not an agent of the 
state, and thus did not owe Charter obligations to McKitty, they reasoned 
that Charter values could still be used to effect incremental changes to the 
common law in litigation between private parties.44 

The court of appeal found that Justice Shaw had made errors of both 
law and fact when assessing McKitty’s Charter arguments. They disagreed 
with her comparison to Ktunaxa Nation; McKitty was not seeking to protect 
the “focal point” of her worship, but to observe a “divinely instituted and 
exceptionless moral norm that one must never intentionally kill a human 
person, including self-killing and acquiescing in one’s own killing.”45 With-
drawing life support would fall afoul of this divine command. These beliefs, 

41     McKitty ONCA, supra note 1 at para 28.

42     See ibid at para 39. 

43     See ibid at para 47. 

44     See ibid at para 56. 

45     Ibid at para 76.
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if sincerely held, have a sufficient nexus with religion to be protected under 
section 2(a) of the Charter.

Ultimately, given the sparsity of the record, and the lack of any govern-
ment participation in the litigation, the court of appeal concluded that it 
could not adequately address whether McKitty’s freedom of religion was 
limited by statute or common law, or whether that limitation was justified 
under section 1 of the Charter.46 The court of appeal suggested that such an 
analysis was best left to a case with a more robust record.47

Perhaps the most striking aspect of the court of appeal’s decision was 
its emphasis on the distinction between the medical and legal definitions of 
death. Courts should not simply delegate that determination to the medical 
profession, the court of appeal explained, nor are they obliged to accept 
medical opinion. Justice Miller wrote:

The determination of legal death is not simply, or even pri-
marily, a medical or biological question. The question of who 
the law recognizes as a human being – entitled to all of the 
benefits and protections of the law – cannot be answered by 
medical knowledge alone. Facts about the physiology of the 
brain-dead patient are needed to determine what obligations 
are owed to the brain-dead patient, but the enquiry is not ul-
timately technical or scientific: it is evaluative. Who the com-
mon law ought to regard as a human being – a bearer of legal 
rights – is inescapably a question of justice, informed but not 
ultimately determined by current medical practice, bioethics, 
moral philosophy, and other disciplines.48

This decision signals to future litigants that challenges to the common 
law or statutory definitions of death should be cognizant of the religious, 
cultural, and philosophical nuances that may be absent from purely medical 
assessments. Ultimately, the decision in a future case like McKitty will in-
volve a fundamental assessment of what makes someone a “person” worthy 
of basic constitutional protection in our moral and political community. 

46     See ibid at para 58.

47     See ibid.

48     Ibid at para 29.
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It is not obvious that the common law courts, which rely heavily on 
rules of evidence and adversarial argument, are best positioned to address 
these profound moral questions. Granted, in the post-Charter era, we have 
become accustomed to having the courts decide such weighty matters; our 
legislative scheme for MAID, for example, emerged from a Supreme Court 
decision.49 Nevertheless, the courts’ moral and philosophical discussions  
generally arise when an existing legislative scheme or government action 
is challenged as being unconstitutional, not in the context of incremental 
changes to common law. This system of constitutional dialogue gives the 
legislature primary authority to design the law, following consultation with 
experts and the public and allowing for open debate. A legislated approach 
has the added benefit of promoting relative consistency across situations 
and jurisdictions, which would assist both physicians and family members 
in understanding their obligations and rights. Finally, legislation would pro-
vide a clear basis on which to assess whether the legal definition of death 
violates the rights guaranteed by the Charter, especially under sections 2(a), 
7, and 15. This would allow greater precision and enforceability than the 
more fluid application of Charter values in the common law.

The discussion below provides an overview of the current legal defin-
itions of death in Canada, which emerged from a variety of situations and 
tend to be tailored to the specific objectives of different fields of law. These 
purposive approaches often focus on the needs of actors other than the pa-
tient – such as potential heirs, organ recipients, medical professionals, and 
the criminal justice system. Accordingly, jurisprudence that grapples with 
the legal standing of the brain-dead patient is scarce. The question of when 
legal death occurs cannot be adequately answered by science alone and has 
important implications not just for the withdrawal of life support, but also 
for patient autonomy, welfare, and dignity in the dying process. 

ii. Canadian law on tHe definition of deatH

Given the importance of death to a range of legal issues (for example, 
inheritance, homicide, organ donation, MAID), it is surprising that there is 
no uniform legal definition of death in Canada. While statutory definitions 
apply in some jurisdictions and in specific contexts, the definition of death 
is still frequently governed by common law and can sometimes be subject 
to ad hoc determination. 

49     See Carter v Canada (AG), 2015 SCC 5. 
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A. Statutory Provisions

Only five jurisdictions (Manitoba, Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova 
Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Northwest Territories) have a legislated 
definition of death. Notably, all of the statutory definitions make reference 
to some form of brain death. Manitoba, the only province whose legisla-
tive definition applies across all circumstances, stipulates: “For all purposes 
within the legislative competence of the Legislature of Manitoba the death 
of a person takes place at the time at which irreversible cessation of all that 
person’s brain function occurs.”50 

Three other jurisdictions provide definitions of death in their organ 
and tissue donation statutes, and it is not clear if these definitions would 
apply in other contexts. Prince Edward Island and the Northwest Territories 
have somewhat unhelpful provisions indicating that death “includes brain 
death.”51 Presumably, provisions like these were included to clarify that the 
procurement of organs or tissues from a brain-dead patient is not murder 
and does not run afoul of the so-called “Dead Donor Rule,” discussed in 
section IV below. 

Nova Scotia’s statutory provision is perhaps the most complex, defin-
ing death as “the irreversible cessation of the functioning of the organism 
as a whole as determined by the irreversible loss of the brain’s ability to 
control and co-ordinate all of the organism’s critical functions.”52 Critical 
functions include spontaneous respiration, autonomic control of circula-
tion, consciousness, and endocrine and homeostatic regulation.53 This defin-

50  Vital Statistics Act, CCSM c V60, s 2. Newfoundland and Labra-
dor also use the definition, “irreversible cessation of all a per-
son’s brain function”:Vital Statistics Act, SNL 2009, c V-6.01, s 2(h).

51     Human Tissue Donation Act, RSPEI 1988, c H-12.1, s 1(b) [PEI Tissue Dona-
tion Act]; Human Tissue Donation Act, SNWT 2014, c 30, s 1 [NWT Tissue 
Donation Act].

52     Human Organ and Tissue Donation Act, SNS 2010, c 36, s 2(j) [NS 2010 Tissue 
Donation Act]. The same definition is included in the new “opt-out” legislation 
(NS 2019 Tissue Donation Act, supra note 5, s 2(g)).

53     See James L Bernat, “A Defense of the Whole-Brain Concept of Death” (1998) 
28:2 Hastings Center Report 14 at 17.
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ition, often known as “whole brain death,” is consistent with the American 
UDDA.54  

An important feature of the various legislative provisions on death 
(apart from Manitoba’s) is that they adopt the standard of “accepted medical 
practice” or “generally accepted medical criteria” to determine or demon-
strate brain death.55 As discussed below, this language acknowledges that 
the medical profession might develop new tests for confirming that brain 
death has occurred. In Prince Edward Island and the Northwest Territories 
(where only the broad term “brain death” is used), these provisions also 
leave open the possibility that the medical profession might come to a new 
conclusion about what constitutes brain death. For instance, some experts 
have argued that brain death should be determined by loss of consciousness 
and cognition (or “higher brain” function),56 which would include patients 
in persistent vegetative states. Such deference to the medical profession is 
not possible in Manitoba or Newfoundland and Labrador, where the legis-
lation requires “irreversible cessation of all that person’s brain function” 
(emphasis added).57

Justice Shaw’s decision in McKitty similarly deferred to the medical 
profession, stating, “[i]t is important that the law keeps up with techno-
logical and medical advancements which, in turn, is consistent with per-
mitting the medical community to establish the practice or guidelines to 

54     See UDDA, supra note 12 at § 1.

55     See PEI Tissue Donation Act, supra note 51, s 11(1); NWT Tissue Donation Act, 
supra note 51, s 14(1); See NS 2010 Tissue Donation Act, supra note 52, s 15. 
The same standard is outlined in the new Nova Scotia “opt-out” legislation (NS 
2019 Tissue Donation Act, supra note 5, s 16).     

56    This so-called “higher-brain formulation of death” postulates that conscious-
ness and cognition are the functions that are essential to human nature. This 
formulation relies on death of the neocortex, rather than the whole brain/brain 
stem. See Robert M Veatch, “The Whole-Brain-Oriented Concept of Death: 
An Outmoded Philosophical Formulation” (1975) 3 J Thanatology 13; Robert 
M Veatch, “The Impending Collapse of the Whole-Brain Definition of Death” 
(1993) 23:4 Hastings Center Report 18. Others argue that a definition based on 
higher brain function could create a dangerous slippery slope. For example, 
this definition could raise the question of whether severely demented patients 
could be considered to be dead. See the critique by Bernat, supra note 53 at 17.

57     Vital Statistics Act, supra note 50.
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determine brain death.”58 In this respect, it is important to distinguish the 
medical definition or concept of brain death from the diagnostic practices 
used by medical practitioners to determine and demonstrate if brain death 
has occurred. Physicians use a range of medical tests to assess whether there 
has been a cessation of the relevant brain functions (for example, apnea, gag 
reflex, ocular functions, response to pain). In Canada, these tests are set out 
in the CMAJ Guidelines59 and are broadly endorsed.60 

Justice Shaw’s deference toward the medical profession seems to have 
been directed toward these CMAJ Guidelines; she wrote, “There is no evi-
dentiary basis for this court to find that the CMAJ Guidelines are not the ap-
propriate medical practice by which death by neurologic criteria is to be de-
termined by physicians in Ontario.”61 However, her deference toward those      
Guidelines seems to have led her to reject the applicant’s argument that the 
very notion of brain death might be objectionable to some. Justice Shaw 
explained: “Physiological and biological functioning of a body are not cri-
teria to consider in the determination of brain death. That does not result in 
medical guidelines that are arbitrary or overbroad in their application.”62 In 
other words, Justice Shaw conflated accepted medical practice regarding the 
tests to be used to demonstrate whether a patient has lost brain functioning 
with the legal conclusion that there can be no exceptions to the equation of 
brain death with legal death. In so doing, she prematurely foreclosed the 
plaintiff’s arguments. 

Finally, neither the extant statutory definitions nor Justice Shaw’s deci-
sion in McKitty include any reference to non-medical or non-scientific cri-
teria in the legal definition of death. While we would not expect physicians 
to include religious or philosophical criteria in their determinations of death, 
the Ontario Court of Appeal and others have argued that the legal definition 
of death should incorporate broader concepts of death. As discussed below, 
an unqualified acceptance of the medical profession’s definition of death 
risks denying or at least obscuring the complex moral questions involved 

58     McKitty ONSC, supra note 1 at para 132.

59    See Sam D Shemie et al, “Severe Brain Injury to Neurological Determination 
of Death: Canadian Forum Recommendations” (2006) 174:6 (Suppl) CMAJ 51 
S1 at S2 [CMAJ Guidelines]. 

60     See McKitty ONSC, supra note 1 at para 112.

61     Ibid at para 132 (emphasis added). 

62     Ibid.
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in deciding whether a patient who maintains cardiopulmonary function 
through mechanical assistance is entitled to Charter rights or other legal 
protections.

B. Common Law

The leading Canadian cases dealing with the common law definition of 
death have arisen in several contexts: criminal homicide, inheritance, organ 
and tissue donation, and the withdrawal of life support from a brain-dead 
patient. These contexts have distinct objectives that may lead the courts to 
define death in different ways. For instance, the law may be more likely to 
accept the concept of brain death in situations involving organ and tissue 
donation, where this concept of death facilitates donation goals and argu-
ably enhances patient autonomy, than in a situation where an accused at-
tempts to use the concept of brain death to avoid criminal conviction.

 The historical common law definition of death relied on the cessa-
tion of pulse and breathing, which were also the historical medical means 
to determine death.63 However, more recent cases have accepted a neuro-
logical determination of death.64 In R v Kitching and Adams,65 the two ac-
cused had dragged a severely intoxicated man from a bar and dropped him 
face-first on a concrete sidewalk.66 He was taken to hospital and resusci-
tated. A short while later, he was put on a ventilator.67 Two different phys-
icians (an anaesthetist and a neurologist) found that he had no reflexes or 
responses to painful stimuli; they found no evidence of brain stem function 

63     See Bernat, supra note 53 at 16. Once any of a person’s vital systems (respira-
tion, circulation, brain function) ceased, the person’s death would follow soon 
afterward. 

64    See e.g. Kerr Estate v BC Motorist Insurance Co (1972), 30 DLR (3d) 443, 
[1972] 6 WWR 400 (BCSC); Johannisse v Johannisse Estate, [1985] OJ No 
1273 (QL) (H Ct J). But see R v Green (1988), 43 CCC (3d) 413, [1988] BCJ 
No 1807 (BCSC) [Green cited to CCC].

65    (1976), 32 CCC (2d) 159, [1976] 6 WWR 697 (MBCA) [Kitching cited to 
CCC].

66     See ibid at 163.

67    See ibid at 164.
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and concluded that he was brain dead.68 Nevertheless, he was kept alive 
mechanically until his kidneys could be removed for transplant. Once the 
kidneys were removed, he was taken off life support and his heart stopped 
beating 13 minutes later.69 The accused, who were charged with unlawful 
act manslaughter, argued that they had not caused the man’s death; rather, 
his death had been caused by the physicians’ act of removing his kidneys.70 
This argument did not persuade the jury or the Manitoba Court of Appeal, 
which reasoned that the man was brain dead, and thus legally dead, before 
the transplant surgery.71 

 Justice O’Sullivan’s opinion in Kitching and Adams demonstrates 
both an imperfect scientific conception of brain death and a belief that death 
is more than just a medical phenomenon. He first discussed the variations 
in medical opinion at the time, including a view that, if a person is “as good 
as dead,” then it will be ethically acceptable to harvest his or her organs.72 
Justice O’Sullivan was troubled by the anaesthetist’s view that death was a 
“process, not an event,” describing this as “a most controversial statement 
at variance with centuries of religious tradition.”73 While Justice O’Sullivan 
went on to accept the concept of brain death, he stressed that medical prac-
tice was still uncertain about how and when brain death could be deter-
mined.74 Moreover, his acceptance of brain death rested on grounds that had 
dubious scientific merit. He focused instead on concepts of moral agency or 
cognition: “[i]t is the activities operated through the brain which differenti-
ate man from an animal. If the brain is dead, he is dead.”75 All of this had 
limited legal importance, however, since unlawful act manslaughter only re-
quired the accused’s conduct to be an operative cause of death, not the sole 

68    See ibid.

69    See ibid.

70    See ibid at 172.

71    See ibid at 175.

72    See ibid at 173.

73    See ibid. From a medical or scientific perspective, it is commonplace to view 
death as a process. See Sam David Shemie & Dale Gardiner, “Circulatory Ar-
rest, Brain Arrest and Death Determination” (2018) 5:15 Frontiers in Cardio-
vascular Medicine 1.

74     See Kitching, supra note 65 at 174–75.

75      Ibid at 174.
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cause of death. Kitching and Adams thus represents a rudimentary analysis 
of the legal significance of brain death.

In a subsequent criminal case, R v Green,76 Justice Wood refused to 
apply brain death in the criminal law context, while acknowledging that 
it might be applicable in civil law or in situations where the interests of a 
patient were at stake (e.g., withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment or organ 
donation). In Green, the accused sought to avoid a murder conviction by 
arguing that another person had already shot the victim in the head before he 
did the same.77 In other words, the first shot caused an irreversible cessation 
of brain function, so the victim was legally dead before the second shot took 
place. In making this argument, the accused cited medical experts and the 
1981 Law Reform Commission report’s recommendation that the concept 
of brain death be adopted in Canadian law.78 

Justice Wood rejected this argument, noting that the Law Reform Com-
mission’s work was prompted by the desire to increase the availability of 
organs for transplantation and that it had not been concerned with the ad-
ministration of the criminal law.79 He explained that it would be difficult for 
the Crown to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the victim was still alive, 
that is, that his “brain function had not yet irreversibly ceased – when the 
[second] accused Green ‘pumped’ two bullets into him.”80 In rejecting the 
use of brain death in the criminal law context, Justice Wood reasoned that 
different legal definitions were justifiable, given the different objectives of 
criminal and civil law, for example: 

76     Supra note 64.

77     See ibid at 414.

78    See Law Reform Commission of Canada, Report on the Criteria for the De-
termination of Death, Report 15 (1981) at 25 [Report on the Criteria for the 
Determination of Death]. The recommendation was never adopted. 

79     See Green, supra note 64 at 415. 

80     Ibid at 415–416.
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The criminal law seeks to deter the incidence of, inter alia, 
violent crime by holding accountable those whose conduct 
endangers the lives and safety of others. The civil law, in the 
context under discussion, seeks to ensure that societies’ moral 
and personal values are not compromised in the pursuit of 
bona fide efforts to prolong or save meaningful life.81

Ultimately, Justice Wood applied the “traditional approach” that a per-
son was alive as long as any of his vital organs continued to operate, includ-
ing his heart.82 

 While it did not apparently play a part in Justice Wood’s decision, 
it is worth noting that brain death is not medically declared until multiple 
tests have been conducted, usually by different physicians and over a ser-
ies of hours or days.83 It would have been practically impossible to declare 
the victim in Green to be brain dead at the scene (and certainly not before 
the second shot occurred). Thus, Green could just as well have been de-
cided without a statement about the legal validity of brain death as a form of 
death. 

These limited and admittedly dated interpretations of brain death in the 
criminal law suggest that the Canadian courts will not permit an accused to 
take advantage of the concept of brain death – positively or negatively – to 
evade responsibility for criminal acts. However, both cases could have been 
decided without stating an opinion on the scientific or legal legitimacy of 
brain death and neither made an especially helpful contribution to the legal 
understanding of brain death. 

A more sophisticated appreciation of brain death is evident in the more 
recent ruling, Leclerc (Succession) v Turmel.84 In this case, the court had to 
determine whether a mother and her infant son had died at the same time in 
a motor vehicle crash, or whether she had died first. It was accepted that the 

81     Ibid at 416.

82    For a bizarre application of this approach, see generally  Gray v Sawyer, 247 
SW (2d) 496 (1952) at 497 (The court found that a woman was still alive even 
though she had been decapitated, because her body was still gushing blood).     

83    But see CMAJ Guidelines, supra note 59 at S2 (recommends that there need 
not be a fixed examination interval for the determination of brain-death by a 
second medical practitioner).

84     [2005] RJQ 1165 (SC).
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mother was likely dead on the scene.85 The infant, however, exhibited some 
vital signs and was breathing autonomously.86 The petitioner, who stood to 
inherit the mother’s estate if the deaths were simultaneous, argued that the 
infant was likely brain dead at the scene.87 The court rejected this argument. 
While Justice Bureau agreed that brain death constituted death, he stressed 
that it must be “total brain death,” not just the cessation of cerebral cortex 
activity (i.e., consciousness and cognition).88 The fact that the infant was 
breathing autonomously indicated that he still had brain stem activity (i.e., 
his brain was still coordinating bodily functions). Moreover, Justice Bureau 
clarified that brain death cannot be adequately determined at the scene of an 
emergency, as it typically requires regular tests over many hours.89 Leclerc 
thus reflects the accepted medical conception of brain death in Canada and 
an understanding that specific tests are required to demonstrate that brain 
death has occurred. Nevertheless, it does not, and did not need to, explore 
religious or moral questions of what makes a person dead. 

The criminal law and inheritance cases dealing with brain death are 
relatively rare. A more common situation where the legal definition of death 
is implicated is the withdrawal of life support from a brain-dead patient. 
However, withdrawing life support when a patient is brain dead appears to 
be normal practice90 and thus rarely appears in the jurisprudence. The more 
difficult legal cases arise when the patient does not exhibit all the indicia of 
brain death, but it is nevertheless considered impossible for the patient to 
recover. For instance, in London Health Sciences Centre v RK,91 the patient 
met the criteria for brain death, except that he still exhibited “agonal breath-
ing” (i.e., gasping for air as a dying person would). The physicians applied 
to the court for a declaration that they would be immune from criminal and 
civil liability if they removed him from life support. Justice McDermid  re-
fused to make that declaration for several reasons, including that a declara-

85    See ibid at para 66.

86    See ibid.

87    See ibid at paras 3–7.

88    See ibid at para 52, or “higher brain function.”

89    See ibid at para 39, citing the opinions of experts.

90     See John C Irvine, Philip H Osborne & Mary J Shariff, Canadian Medical Law, 
4th ed (Scarborough: Carswell, 2013) at 437.

91     (1997), 152 DLR (4th) 724 at para 6.
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tion of criminal immunity would interfere with prosecutorial discretion.92 
As to any alleged “right” of the physicians to withdraw life support, Justice 
McDermid explained that this question involved “complex moral, ethical, 
religious and legal issues” that were best dealt with by the legislature.93  

 The Canadian common law thus provides a range of opinions on 
the legal determination of death, with neurological death being accepted for 
only some purposes. Further, while the courts tend to be deferential toward 
the medical profession, they have been reluctant to completely delegate 
the determination of death. Even prior to the court of appeal’s decision in 
McKitty, courts had expressed unease with the argument that death was a 
purely scientific concept. Nevertheless, they have not been eager to engage 
with these issues themselves, and have suggested that the legal definition of 
death should be provided in legislation. In any event, it seems unhelpful to 
continue in a state of ad hoc decision making, particularly since the relevant 
cases can arise in time-sensitive circumstances where expert evidence tends 
to be more readily available from the health care professionals than from 
those representing the patient.

iii. tHe relationsHip Between tHe law and aCCepted mediCal 
praCtiCe

A key issue in the court of appeal’s decision in McKitty is the appro-
priate relationship between law and accepted medical practice. As noted 
above, the statutory definitions in Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and 
Northwest Territories effectively defer to accepted medical practice or med-
ical criteria to determine brain death. Similarly, Justice Shaw’s decision in 
McKitty referred to the CMAJ Guidelines as the authority for determining 
death,94 and she expressly stated that “[t]he determination of death is made 
by physicians.”95 Moreover, Justice Shaw refused to enter “a debate about 
when life ends” and explained that any such debate should be left to the 
legislature.96  

92    See ibid at para 16.

93    See ibid at para 17.

94    See McKitty ONSC, supra note 1 at para 132.

95    Ibid at para 254.

96    See ibid at para 205.
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 Indeed, the legislatures seem better positioned to debate the com-
plex moral and philosophical questions regarding the legal definition of 
death. Legislators can engage with religious groups, ethicists, and medical 
experts, and can also consider more pragmatic (albeit highly sensitive) con-
cerns about the prioritization of scarce health care resources and the desire 
for a robust organ donation system to prolong the lives of others. How-
ever, it is not surprising that legislators have been wary about entering these 
challenging debates. For instance, despite a Law Reform Commission of 
Canada97 recommendation in 1981 that the Interpretation Act98 include a 
definition of death, there is still no definition in federal law. 

 In this legislative vacuum, the legal determination of death has been 
largely left to the common law courts, which are required to make the de-
termination in cases where considerations like criminal punishment or in-
heritance overshadow the moral status of the patient or victim. They may 
also have to deal with conflicts regarding end-of-life treatment, in which 
emotions may run high. As in McKitty, one of the parties will likely be 
a physician or hospital, which will be able to muster substantial evidence 
on the determination of death based on neurological criteria. Nevertheless, 
as discussed below, the concept of brain death was primarily developed in 
response to express health care needs and did not necessarily confront the 
moral issues involved. Over time, brain death has become a commonly ac-
cepted phenomenon among the general public, judges included; most of us 
tend to accept that brain death is equivalent to death, and may not ponder the 
deeper moral implications unless or until we are faced with such a diagnosis 
in a loved one.

 In this vein, some scholars are critical of society’s acceptance of 
brain death as equivalent to biological or legal death, arguing that we have 
effectively delegated the moral and philosophical debates to physicians, 
who have little incentive to engage with them.99 These scholars typically 
explain that patients who are brain dead are nevertheless capable of sup-
porting important biological functions, such as absorbing nutrients, excret-
ing waste, maintaining body temperature, healing wounds, developing a 
fever in response to infections, and, in some cases, gestating a foetus and 

97    See Report on the Criteria for the Determination of Death, supra note 78.

98    RSC 1985, c I-21.

99    See e.g. Shah, supra note 15 at 302; Nair-Collins, supra note 15 at 671; Greg     
Yanke, Mohamed Y Rady & Joseph L Verheijde, “When Brain Death Belies 
Belief” (2016) 55 J Relig Health 2199.
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giving birth.100 Thus, they argue that it is misleading to equate brain death 
with biological death. In addition, they note that the act of “declaring” some-
one brain dead does not have the effect of changing their status from living 
to dead. As author Nair-Collins quipped, “I cannot be made dead because a 
legislator or physician has decreed it.”101 Biological death is a natural phe-
nomenon – one which only occurs after a brain-dead patient has been taken 
off life support and cardiopulmonary functions cease.

 Ultimately, these scholars suggest that, while the concept of brain 
death has practical utility in many circumstances, it should not be blindly 
accepted without wrestling with the moral assessments that it involves. Es-
sentially, it involves an exploration of what biological functions are min-
imally necessary for a patient to be afforded basic legal and moral rights. 
Nair-Collins expresses this argument in terms of the “moral patient,” that is, 
someone who is a “member of the moral community” and is “afforded cer-
tain protections, such as the prohibition of autopsies, burial, or cremation.”102 
Moral patients may not be conscious (in the case of comatose patients) and 
may not have moral agency (in the case of severely demented patients); 
nevertheless, they are worthy of moral consideration and are considered 
alive in all jurisdictions. He goes on to stress that the question, 

whether brain dead individuals should be afforded the same or 
similar moral protections as non-brain-dead individuals, is not 
a scientific question. The answer to it depends on how much 
value gets assigned to biologically functioning individuals in 
the brain dead state. If little to none, then brain dead individ-
uals are not members of the moral community, and it is mor-
ally acceptable to remove their vital organs (thus ending the 
biological life of the individual)…. If, however, some level of 
biological functioning confers moral value on an individual, 
then… brain death is not the death of the moral patient.103     

100    See Shah, supra note 15 at 302; Nair-Collins, supra note 15 at 682.

101    Nair-Collins, supra note 15 at 669.

102    See ibid at 668. 

103    Ibid at 674.
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These value judgments are not for physicians alone, or even primarily, 
to make, but should be debated by the entire community.104 The commun-
ity may well conclude that it is morally acceptable to remove organs from 
brain-dead patients to save other lives, or to withdraw life support from 
them if the necessary medical equipment is more desperately needed by a 
patient who has a chance of recovering. Nevertheless, Nair-Collins argues 
that this public debate is obscured and even suppressed by an insistence on 
the purported “fact” that brain death is scientifically equivalent to biological 
death.105 

 It was this type of debate that the Ontario Court of Appeal proposed 
in its decision in McKitty. The court indicated that there was no obligation 
for the courts to accept medical practice in the determination of death and 
that the question of “[w]ho the common law ought to regard as a human be-
ing – a bearer of legal rights – is inescapably a question of justice.”106 While 
the court concluded that it did not have a sufficient record to answer this 
question, Justice Miller discussed at length how the Charter value of free-
dom of religion could inform the common law determination of death, and 
possibly allow for a religious exemption from the determination of death 
by neurological criteria.107 It would require, for example, “an account… of 
the human goods served by protecting that right.” This analysis must be 
understood from the claimant’s perspective: how does a person’s religious 
belief about the end of life inform her understanding of humanity, the world, 
and the divine? Does the common law’s universal acceptance of brain death 
interfere with this religious freedom?

 In raising these questions, the court of appeal seems to be opening 
the door for an accommodation akin to the statutory exemption that exists 

104    See ibid at 675.

105   See ibid. See also Michael Shapiro, “Euthanasia by Organ Donation” (2018) 
41:1 Dal LJ 153 at 156 (wherein the author notes that the “burden” that brain-
dead patients may pose to their families or the health care system is not, in 
itself, a reason to change the definition of death).

106    McKitty ONCA, supra note 1 at paras 28–29.

107    See ibid at paras 84ff.
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in New Jersey.108 While New Jersey accepted the recommendations of the 
UDDA, its legislation indicates that death shall not be declared on the basis 
of neurological criteria:

when the licensed physician authorized to declare death, has 
reason to believe, on the basis of information in the individ-
ual’s available medical records, or information provided by a 
member of the individual’s family or any other person know-
ledgeable about the individual’s personal religious beliefs that 
such a declaration would violate the personal religious beliefs 
of the individual.109

Thus, individuals whose religious beliefs dictate that life does not end 
until one’s heart has stopped beating can reject the neurological determina-
tion of their own deaths. It accommodates personal religious beliefs with-
out rejecting brain death, thereby maintaining the utility of brain death for 
the health care and organ donation systems. Available evidence suggests 
that a small minority of the population would seek such accommodation.110 
One can imagine that, if the current legal acceptance of the neurological 
determination of death is subject to Charter challenge,111 allowing such an 

108   See generally Robert S Olick, “Brain Death, Religious Freedom, and Public 
Policy: New Jersey’s Landmark Legislative Initiative” (1991) 1:4 Kennedy 
Inst Ethics J 275; Kristin Zeiler, “Deadly Pluralism? Why Death-Concept, 
Death-Definition, Death-Criterion and Death-Test Pluralism Should be Al-
lowed, Even Though it Creates Some Problems” (2009) 23:8 Bioethics 450.

109    New Jersey Declaration of Death Act, RSNJ 1991, c. 90, s 5.     

110  Consider, for example, that a minority of all deaths occur in hospitals, that 
less than 1% of hospital deaths are declared by neurological criteria, and that 
religious objections tend to be limited to some Orthodox Jews, Muslims, Japa-
nese Shinto, and Indigenous people. See Thaddeus Mason Pope, “Brain Death 
Rejected: Expanding Legal Duties to Accommodate Religious Objections” in 
Holly Fernandez Lynch, I Glenn Cohen & Elizabeth Sepper, eds, Law, Reli-
gion, and Health in the United States (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2017) 293 at 302–03.

111   For a discussion of possible constitutional challenges to brain death in the 
United States, see Yanke et al, supra note 99 at 2201.
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exemption  could serve as a means of satisfying the “minimal impairment” 
aspect of the justification test under section 1.112

 Before closing this section, it is worth noting that similar tensions 
between law and accepted medical practice arose in Cuthbertson v Rasou-
li.113 There, the patient was in a persistent vegetative state; physicians ad-
vised that maintaining him on life support was of no medical benefit and 
had the potential to cause him harm. His wife and substitute decision maker 
refused to consent to the withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment on various 
grounds, including that, as a devout Shia Muslim, the patient would want to 
be kept alive. 

The Supreme Court of Canada treated the case primarily as a question of 
statutory interpretation, specifically, whether withdrawal of life-sustaining 
treatment amounted to “treatment” that required consent under the Ontario 
Health Care Consent Act, 1996.114 The Court thus did not engage with deep-
er philosophical issues of moral personhood. Nevertheless, the majority was 
clear that physicians, alone, could not dictate what should happen to patients 
like Rasouli. While the physicians’ opinions as to whether maintaining life-
sustaining treatment is of “medical benefit” are an important consideration, 
they must be considered alongside other factors that comprise the patient’s 
best interests, including the patient’s prior expressed wishes, well-being and 
values. The majority stressed that the legislative scheme “aims at advancing 
the values that underpin the HCCA: enhancing patient autonomy and ensur-
ing appropriate medical treatment.”115 Although mediated by a substitute 
decision maker (or in the event of dispute, the Consent and Capacity Board), 

112   See Abella J’s dissenting opinion in Alberta v Hutterian Brethren of Wilson 
Colony, 2009 SCC 37 at paras 143–146, where she stressed that the govern-
ment’s chosen measure must be carefully tailored to impair freedom of religion 
as little as is reasonably necessary. Given the very personal nature of death, it 
may be difficult for the government to argue that an absolute insistence on the 
acceptance of death by neurological criteria is minimally impairing. Note also 
that other American states have more limited exemptions than New Jersey’s 
and are time-limited rather than indefinite     .

113    Supra note 32 at para 78.

114    See Health Care Consent Act, SO 1996, c 2, Schedule A, s 20.

115    Rasouli, supra note 32 at para 87.
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the patient’s autonomy remains paramount; treatment can neither be admin-
istered nor withdrawn without consent.116 

Thus, the Supreme Court of Canada has clearly indicated that patients in 
persistent vegetative state maintain autonomy and have “best interests” that 
must be considered, even if medical opinion indicates that they will never 
recover from that state. Cases like McKitty ask whether brain-dead patients 
might also possess a residuum of autonomy, such that removing them from 
life-sustaining treatment is, at least, a “decision” that must take into account 
their prior wishes and values, rather than being foreclosed by the medical 
determination of brain death. 

iv. impliCations for mediCal praCtiCe

While the definition of death has diverse legal implications, its implica-
tions for medical practice are likely more immediate and often more critic-
al. Physicians need guidance and some sense of certainty, especially when 
dealing with patients who meet the current neurological criteria for death. 
Physicians are on the front lines in dealing with family members, who may 
be confused or in conflict when it comes to their loved ones’ end-of-life 
treatment. This plays out most clearly in circumstances of potential organ 
donation and withdrawal of life-sustaining measures.

Canadian law currently operates on the concept of the “Dead Donor 
Rule,” which stipulates that organs cannot be removed from a patient until 
the patient is dead.117 Otherwise, the act of removing a patient’s vital organs 
would be murder. A patient may be declared dead by means of neurological 
or cardiopulmonary criteria. Some have argued that the very concept of 
brain death was developed to promote the objectives of organ donation. 
In a persuasive article,118 professor and bioethicist Seema Shah traces the 
evolution of the concept of brain death and argues that it is a legal fiction 
designed to resolve two practical problems: “the waste of resources spent 

116    See ibid at paras 51, 78.

117    See Robert Veatch, “The Dead Donor Rule: True by Definition” (2003) 3:1 Am 
J Bioeth 10 at 10. See also Downie et al, supra note 13 at 852.

118    See Shah, supra note 15.
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on people who will not recover consciousness and the need to have organs 
for transplantation.”119

By accepting brain death as equivalent to biological death, we are 
legally able to remove organs from a patient without violating the Dead 
Donor Rule. While their organs are typically kept viable by maintaining 
cardiopulmonary function by mechanical means, the patients are neverthe-
less considered “dead” by both medical and legal criteria. This is why brain 
death is expressly included as a form of death in organ and tissue donation 
statutes. Indeed, brain-dead patients have historically constituted the major-
ity of organ donors, so the neurological definition of death is important to 
the modern organ donation system.120 In McKitty, Justice Shaw noted that 
the “adverse consequences to the organ donation system” would need to be 
considered carefully by the legislature if there were a move toward “a rec-
ognition of biological functioning as life.”121

Those who question the equivalence of brain death with biological 
death acknowledge the possible consequences to organ donation, but argue 
that organ donation should not take priority over informed consent. Nair-
Collins has suggested that, in portraying brain death as a form of death, 
the medical profession is not providing appropriate disclosure to substitute 
decision makers, leading them to provide consent for something that they 
do not fully understand.122 Many patients might consent to donation in any 
event. However, to respect autonomy in medical decision making, the con-
sent of patients and their substitute decision makers should not be influ-
enced by suggestions that a brain-dead individual is already dead, or by 

119    Ibid at 320, referring to the pioneering work of the Ad Hoc Committee, supra 
note 10.

120   See Andreas H Kramer et al, “Incidence of neurologic death among patients 
with brain injury: a cohort study in a Canadian health region” (2013) 185:18 
CMAJ E838 at E842, which expresses concern that the decline in patients pro-
gressing to neurologic death has led to a decrease in organs available for dona-
tion.

121    McKitty ONSC, supra note 1 at para 127.

122    See Nair-Collins, supra note 15 at 680.
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obscuring the moral dimensions of procuring organs from a patient who is 
not yet biologically dead.123 

Given decades of past practice and the importance of donations from 
brain-dead patients to the organ donation system, it seems unlikely that 
courts or legislators will seek to revisit the law allowing for the removal 
of organs from brain-dead patients. Moreover, donors and their loved ones 
are likely to continue consenting to this practice, as it helps to derive some 
meaning from what might otherwise be a tragic death.124 Nevertheless, a re-
ligious exemption option, whether based on common law or statute, would 
not detract significantly from these laudable goals. Those who oppose the 
concept of brain-death on religious grounds would be unlikely to consent to 
donation under these circumstances anyway since they do not believe that 
their loved one is dead. They would be even less likely to consent if their 
religious belief led to disagreement or conflict with health care practitioners, 
as it would generate a sense of mistrust. Further, to the extent that there is 
conflict among family members about whether to accept the patient’s brain 
death as death, the prospects of obtaining consent for organ donation are not 
obviously worse, from the physician’s perspective, if some kind of religious 
exemption is recognized. 

A legal definition of death that takes into account the plaintiff’s reli-
gious beliefs would also be broadly consistent with the reasoning in Rasou-
li125 and the legislative framework of the Ontario Health Care Consent Act, 
1996126 that it discussed. The majority in Rasouli found that the withdrawal 
of life-sustaining treatment requires consent; the substitute decision maker 
is governed by the patient’s prior expressed wish or, in the absence of such 
a wish, the well-being, values and beliefs of the patient.127 The majority also 
stressed the importance of patient autonomy and, while it did not engage in 

123    It has also been suggested that the removal of organs from brain-dead patients 
be considered a form of medical assistance in dying, which may be a more 
transparent way of conceiving the circumstances. See Shapiro, supra note 105 
at 167.

124   See e.g. Shaila J Merchant et al, “Exploring the psychological effects of de-
ceased organ donation on the families of the organ donors” (2008) 22:3 Clin 
Transplant 341 at 344, 346.

125    Supra note 32.

126    Supra note 114.

127    See Rasouli, supra note 32 at paras 87, 89. See also paras 196, 199.
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a philosophical discussion of the value of life, it did not express doubt about 
the relevance of the patient’s religious beliefs to the determination of his 
best interests.128 

It is beyond the scope of this case comment to determine whether there 
is a sufficient moral difference between patients in a persistent vegetative 
state and patients who are considered brain-dead to afford freedom of reli-
gion to only the former. Still, the Ontario Court of Appeal in McKitty seems 
correct in its suggestion that the legal and moral personhood of brain-dead 
patients cannot simply be assumed away or dictated by the medical profes-
sion alone. 

 Of course, the legal definition of death is not only relevant to situa-
tions involving brain death. Situations where the patient’s heart has stopped 
beating also present some challenges in terms of the precise timing of the 
death declaration and the application of the Dead Donor Rule.129 In those 
instances, organ donation typically follows the controlled withdrawal of 
life-sustaining measures, which allows transplant teams to prepare for sur-
gery.130 In Canada, the cessation of cardiopulmonary function in these cir-
cumstances is followed by a five-minute “hands-off” period to rule out the 
possibility of spontaneous auto-resuscitation.131 Only after this time can sur-
gery be performed to remove the patient’s organs. In some circumstances, 
the dying process can take so long that organs can no longer be transplanted 
or may not function properly post-transplantation. When this happens, the 
patient’s wishes for organ donation are not fulfilled and families can some-
times feel that a “second loss” has occurred.132  

 The hands-off period also operates on the assumption that when 
cardiopulmonary function has ceased (and the brain is thus deprived of 

128    See ibid at para 89.

129    See Doig & Rocker, supra note 8 at 1071.

130   See generally Sam D Shemie et al, “Donation after cardiocirculatory death in 
Canada” (2006) 175:8 CMAJ S1.

131    See ibid at S6. See also Sonny Dhanani et al, “Resumption of Cardiac Activity 
after Withdrawal of Life-Sustaining Measures” (2021) 384 New Eng J Med 
345 at 351, which affirmed the appropriateness of five minutes as a hands-off 
period.  

132   See Lauren Taylor et al, “Harms of Unsuccessful Donation After Circulatory 
Death: An Exploratory Study” (2017) 18:2 Am J Transplant 402 at 407.
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oxygen), the person’s critical brain function will irreversibly cease shortly 
thereafter133 and they will not experience suffering through the removal of 
organs. To date, the temporal relationship between the cessation of cardio-
pulmonary and critical brain function has not been accurately measured, 
though some preliminary studies are underway.134 If new evidence emerged 
that brain function ceases more rapidly than presently understood, then the 
hands-off period could possibly be reduced, and thus more organs would be 
available for successful transplant. A better understanding of the relation-
ship between the cessation of cardiopulmonary and brain functions could 
help inform the definition of death, which would correspondingly promote 
patient autonomy and minimize suffering in the organ donation process.

A legislated definition of death is arguably less critical when it comes to 
the general withdrawal of life sustaining treatment, which is the “most com-
mon event preceding death in [intensive care unit] practice worldwide.”135 
Whether the decision to withdraw life support is based on a patient’s brain 
death or on weaknesses in their cardiopulmonary system, such that recovery 
of autonomous function is unlikely, it is a decision that families regularly 
make based on their perceptions of what is in the patient’s best interests. 
The same can be said for the family of Taquisha McKitty, who believed that 
she would not have agreed to what amounted to, on her religious beliefs, 
ending her own life. Her case should cause us to critically evaluate whether 
brain-dead patients might also have some essential best interests to consider 
before they are legally and morally considered dead. 

ConClusion

Death is a complex phenomenon, which has profound implications well 
beyond the simple decay of the body. In some instances, it also has critical 
legal implications. Yet, to a large extent, Canadian courts and some prov-
incial legislatures have effectively delegated the definition of death to the 
medical profession. While physicians undoubtedly have important expertise 

133   See Sam D Shemie, “Clarifying the paradigm for the ethics of donation and 
transplantation: was ‘dead’ really so clear before organ donation?” (2007) 2:18 
Philos Ethics Humanit Med 1 at 3.

134    See DDePiCt Research Program, “The Neurologic Physiology after Removal 
of Therapy Study (The NeuPaRT Study)” (last modified 20 January 2021), 
online: DDePiCt Research Program <www.ddepict.com/neuppart.html> (ac-
cessed 2 May 2021) [perma.cc/P3AN-WCLB].

135    Shemie, supra note 133 at 3.
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as to the functioning of the body’s vital systems and the tests by which that 
functioning may be measured, they are not the ultimate authorities on the 
value of life or on the moral and legal rights that should be afforded to those 
who have limited brain function. 

 In McKitty, the Ontario Court of Appeal invited broader and deeper 
debate about the many dimensions of death. Given the recent adoption of an 
opt-out organ donation system in Nova Scotia, the acknowledged import-
ance of dignity and autonomy in the dying process, and our increasingly 
pluralist society, this seems an opportune time for Parliament and provincial 
legislatures to engage in meaningful debate about the legal determination 
of death and whether it can accommodate a religious or other objection to 
declaring death based on neurological criteria.136 In any event, it seems im-
prudent, and possibly cruel, to continue avoiding this important debate and 
subjecting patients, families, and physicians to distressing litigation in what 
are already traumatic circumstances.

136  The details of how such a proposal would be implemented are beyond the 
scope of this case comment, and would require consideration of federalism 
issues, dispute resolution procedures, resource implications, etc. 


